### Event theme suggestions

#### Opening and closing ceremonies
Emulate the iconic opening and closing ceremonies of the Games. Use a torch relay and athlete procession to kick off and wrap up the event.

#### Olympic torch relay
Organise a local torch relay with club members, passing the symbolic torch to signify the start of the event. Invite community members and the press to join the relay.

#### Medal ceremonies
Host medal ceremonies with gold, silver, and bronze medals for different archery categories. Invite a local dignitary or guest to present medals to winners.

#### Olympic village experience
Create an “Olympic Village” atmosphere with themed booths, French food, and entertainment to provide a social hub for participants and spectators.

#### Themed decorations
Decorate the venue with flags, banners, and bright colours, creating a visually captivating experience for participants and spectators.

#### Paralympics categories
Include categories for participants with disabilities, promoting inclusivity and aligning with the Paralympic theme.

#### Olympic and Paralympic trivia
Give all participants the chance to win a prize by participating in a quiz related to the Olympic and Paralympic Games, educating and engaging participants on the history and values of these events.

#### Paralympic demonstrations
Arrange demonstrations of Paralympic archery disciplines to promote inclusivity and raise awareness about adaptive sports.